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ABSTRACT

The paper reports on the on-surface synthesis of a novel

organic nanowire starting from the deposition of 1,2-bis(4-

bromophenyl) ethyne on the Ag (110) surface in ultra-high

vacuum conditions. The molecular precursors self-assemble

on the surface afret evaporation and form organo-metallic

nanowires, wherein the silver atoms replace the bromine

atoms at the two ends of the self-assembled molecules. The

intermediate organometallic species eventually evolve to

form all-organic ordered polymers by annealing the

substrate at a higher temperature,  which causes the release

of silver adatoms and the formation of direct C-C bonds

between adjacent molecular units.

Keywords: on-surface synthesis, scanning tunneling

microscopy, nanowires, bominated diphenylacetylene

1 INTRODUCTION

     Nanotechnology can best be defined as a pool of

deliberate activities at atomic or molecular levels including

fabrication, manipulation and characterization with

nanometric resolution. All of the mentioned research areas

have their own specialized instruments adapted for specific

purposes with certain limitations and challenges. Although

during the recent years scientists have made attempts to

untangle the problems one by one, there are still many open

issues to deal with. For example, the fabrication of

nanomaterials and nanosystems is one of the pivotal

challenges that researchers face up with. With the current

trend of device miniaturization, this problem has been

emphasized very perceptibly in the last years due to the

inherent and practical limitations of top-down techniques

frequently applied to fabricate nanosystems. For this

reason, scientists curiously search for efficient alternatives

for demands of future technologies. One of the possible

stategies consists in trying to reverse the prevalent top-

down to bottom-up approaches, in order to build

nanosystems starting from single molecules. Among a

limited number of bottom-up procedures, self-assembly has

demonstrated tremendous potential, thus opening new

promising horizons in nanofabrication [1-4]. Molecular

self-assembly can be generally described as spontaneous

and reversible organization of building blocks into long-

range ordered networks as a consequence of locally specific

non-covalent interplays (such as van der Waals interactions

or hydrogen bonds) among the precursors. However,

despite the versatile potential of the self-assembled

materials, one of the impediments for their effective

engineering in real applications can be their low stability to

external stimuli whether mechanical, thermal, physical or

chemical, due to the weak coupling among the molecules.

To obviate this drawback, scientists proposed the possibility

of establishing covalent bonds among the building units

after self-assembly to properly enfetter them to each other

[5-8]. Although both organic and inorganic building units

can produce self-assembled layers, the former, with carbon

atoms as their backbones, have attracted much more

attention. Scientists have tried to obtain several two-

dimensional meta-materials made of carbon atoms that

cannot be naturally found in nature to exploit their

sophisticated physical, chemical, electrical and mechanical

properties [9-12].  Within this trend, one of the recent hot

research  topics  is  the  formation  of  one-  and  two-

dimensional on-surface structures by starting from

rationally selected single hydrocarbon molecules and

extending to nanowires and nanomeshes of carbon

allotropes by exploiting the benefits of self-assembly

followed by surface-assisted covalent bonding [13-18]. For

electronics applications, carbon-based nanowires and

nanoribbons, among all others, are the most significant

nanostructures because they possess electronic properties

that the two-dimensional nanomaterials such as graphene

sheets do not. These properties can be attributed to the

tunable band gap in their electronic band structures that

does not show up in graphene, thus limiting its applications

in semiconductor technology [19-20]. Hence, in this study

we contribute to addressing this issue through the on-

surface synthesis of largely ordered diphenylacetylene

based nanowires on Ag(110) and their characterization by

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Fig. 1 illustrates

schematically the one-dimensional on-surface

polymerization steps starting from 1,2-bis(4-bromophenyl)

ethyne (DBPE) molecules.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the polymerization of

DBPE molecules.

2 EXPERIMENT
     The Ag(110) substrate was cleaned by repeated cycles of

1 keV Ar+ sputtering and annealing in ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) conditions. The DBPA precursors were deposited

from a pyrolytic boron nitride crucible to reach a fraction

(usually ~ 0.7) of a monolayer (ML). The coverage was

evaluated by C 1s X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (not

shown here). During deposition, the surface was held at

room temperature (RT), and the polymerization was

activated by subsequent thermal annealing. The UHV STM

experiments were performed at a base pressure of 2 × 10
10

mbar with an Omicron VT-STM. The STM measurements

were carried out at RT in constant-current mode using an

electrochemically etched Pt Ir tip.

The images were processed by WSXM software [21].

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

     The relatively large scale image of the as-deposited

surface of Ag (110) in Fig. 2 reveals a surface fully covered

by the DBPE molecules.

As shown in Fig. 3, the DBPE precursors deposited on the

Ag(110) substrate create organo-metallic nanowires. In

fact, the bromine atoms detach from the molecules at RT

and adsorb on the surface, whereas silver adatoms replace

them forming organometallic wires stabilized by  C-Ag-C

bonds. Annealing the deposited surface at higher

temperatures results in the release of the bridging silver

atoms and in the synthesis of organic nanowires through

direct C-C bond formation between adjacent molecular

precursors. Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the high resolution STM

images of as-deposited and annealed phases, respectively,

of the molecules and nanowires and their corresponding

models.  As  shown  in  Fig.  3  (a),  the  silver  atoms  (blue

spots) replace the bromine atoms (red spots) on two ends of

the DBPE molecule and originate the organo-metallic

nanowires. Concomitantly, dissociated bromine atoms form

the parallel “rails” between the organometallic wires and

occupy  two  different  sets  of  positions:  (a)  between  two

adjacent silver adatoms and (b) in free space between the

triple bonds belonging to adjacent nanowires. Such bromine

atoms rows play a crucial role in the process by limiting the

access of adjacent triple bonds to each other, thereby

inhibiting their transverse polymerization.

Fig. 2. Ag (100) surface after deposition of the DBPE

molecules.

Fig. 3 (b) shows that the organo-metallic nanowires release

the silver adatoms after annealing, resulting in the

production of continuous organic nanowires characterized

by the alternation of two phenyl rings and one triple bond.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. STM images and models of the organometallic and

organic nanowires, red spots: Br, blue spots: Ag.
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4 CONCLUSION

     We report on the fabrication of a novel polymeric

nanowire starting from DBPE building blocks on the

Ag(110) surafce. The STM images of the oraganometallic

wires forming by self-assembly at room temperature after

the precursor evaporation are shown and the formation of

organic nanowires after annealing the substrate is

demonstrated. The provided images and the corresponding

models describe the process very well. The next step to this

work will be the electronic structure characterization of the

nanowires by means of angle-resolved photoemission, in

order to obtain their electronic band structures.
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